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Fit for my research?
Fit for specific user 
community?
Expectations / What to expect
Data PublisherUsers
Expectations What to expect
How to communicate expectations?
Data PublisherUsers
Expectations What to expect
How to test expectations?
Data PublisherUsers
























How to test expectations?
Data PublisherUsers
Expectations What to expect




whip as unit tests to improve 
data quality
Data PublisherUsers
Expectations What to expect
Conclusion
Human and machine-readable syntax to express 
specifications for data
Not specific to biodiversity data (but we plan to use it for that)
Can be adopted by users (expectations) and publishers (what 
to expect)
Can be included with dataset as testable metadata
pywhip: first implementation for testing whip specifications
github.com/inbo/whip
github.com/inbo/pywhip
bit.ly/pywhip_binder
Thank you!
Data Specifications
